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First, a more personal note to you, Robert.

 

Other than my family and Stan Grof, no one has shaped my life as fundamentally

as you have. From our first meeting and warm conversations at the Esalen Re-

Visioning Philosophy conference in June 1987, we have been blessed with a warm

and easy bond. Michael Murphy, who was present at that gathering, told me later

he could see from the start that our friendship seemed to have been made in

heaven. And truly, we have been the best of friends for all these years since. I am

grateful beyond measure for our long friendship.

 

But already back then you also sensed a direction I was going in my life that I

myself did not. Despite having just finished The Passion of the Western Mind in the

redwood cabin in Big Sur where my family and I lived, I had no intention to enter

into the academic world until you invited me to come to CIIS and start a new

program. The fact is, without you, perhaps none of us gathered here today would

now be at CIIS—certainly none of us would be in the PCC community. Because, in

a word, no Robert, no PCC. Many hundreds of lives would be radically different.

Thirty years ago, soon after becoming CIIS's president, you had the vision of a new

program that would bring a new spirit to the academic world, that would

somehow combine philosophy and consciousness, and that would feature Brian

and me as teachers, along with Stan Grof and Joanna Macy, among others. For

someone who deals with the ways of the world in the very practical, down-to-earth

manner that you do, you also have a true gift of vision, and have brought forth

many creative ideas to make the world a better place.



 

But here I am already moving from expressing my very personal and deeply

heartfelt gratitude and love for you, to recognizing your larger role here at our

school, and so now I will begin my more formal tribute upon your retirement from

CIIS:

***

 

It is said when we lose the presence of an elder, an entire library disappears. And

Robert is a scholar of immensely wide reading and deep commitment to the world

of scholarship. But a great retiring teacher leaves many gifts and treasures behind,

and Robert has given his teachings in so many different ways to the CIIS

community for over three decades— through his hundreds of lectures and scores

of courses, through his roles as president, program chair, advisor to countless

students and alums, counselor to presidents and provosts, faculty and staff—and

especially he has enriched us by his example.

 

It is often difficult to see clearly either one's own time or one's leaders when one is

caught up in the flux and tumult of the daily life of a complicated institution like

ours. But it would be hard to exaggerate the extent of Robert's influence on our

school over the past thirty years.

 

Throughout this time, Robert has embodied the soul of our institute, and striven

to preserve its essential values. He has carried within him the school's institutional

memory, an invaluable service to us all. As president throughout the 1990s, he

guided CIIS through an extraordinary period of rapid growth and permanent

transformation, through many obstacles, crises, and crossroads. The institute that

we see around us today here and in our classrooms and online would not be the

dynamic and ever-expanding global community of learning that it is had he not

overseen and catalyzed that transformation.



 

Yet when Robert was first invited to consider becoming the president, it was hardly

an automatic yes for him or Ellen. They were not only born and bred New Yorkers

through and through, they were also the heart and center of a large extended

family as well as circles of dear friends back East who could not imagine why they

would want to leave that world and begin a new and quite uncertain life on the

West coast, just as they were entering their fifties. But when it came time for that

decision, they somehow recognized that a karmic life task lay ahead of them in the

unknown.  

 

I am emphasizing "they," as not only in that initial decision to come here but

throughout Robert's thirty-two years at CIIS, our community has been blessed with

the gift of Ellen's active presence and many contributions—her kindness, her

shrewd insight, her quiet wisdom, her intricate partnership with Robert in so many

ways—and together with him their unstintingly generous hosting at their home of

countless dinners, receptions for visiting scholars and dignitaries, faculty meetings,

student forums, PCC semester parties, gatherings of all kinds. They helped create

a sense within CIIS of its being a home, of possessing a hearth, a heartful center, a

graciousness that intangibly permeated the larger whole.

 

But as we consider Robert's achievements as president and president emeritus, as

professor and program chair, as author and editor and board chair of admirable

organizations, we might think that Robert has done all his work from high up in

the pyramid of the academic hierarchy. The reality is that he brought just as much

care and heartful attention to hundreds of people who came to him privately for

personal life counsel. What life direction do I take? Is this the right step?

 

Robert has a special gift for helping others live the life that they are striving to

discover. Many men and women who have come to him, young or old, whether for

academic direction or in the midst of a major life change, have come away with a



deeper grasp of their situation—not only with a better understanding of the real-

world factors that affect their decisions but of their own deeper aspirations and

unfolding life purposes. Robert knows how to listen, how to clarify, how to suggest.

And he does this in a way that draws on his peculiar combination of street-smart

common sense and a wisdom gained from a lifetime of considered experience

and spiritual concern.

 

If there is one value that we have heard Robert come back to again and again in

his vision of the good, it is loyalty. I think the principle of loyalty provides an

underlying coherence to Robert's entire lifework, as a scholar, as a member of

society, in his own moral vision. He has not just articulated the fundamental

importance of loyalty, he has lived it, with his family—wife and children and

grandchildren, parents, brothers and sisters, nieces and nephews—with his

friends, colleagues, mentors and teachers and guiding inspirations, and with his

many communities. Robert has stayed loyal to his lifelong commitments, loyal to

the Earth, and loyal to his own karmic path, through all the great challenges as well

as great rewards that his life path has brought him during his remarkable eight

decades of life.

 

Vaclav Havel said that to be moral means not just to be responsible for your own

life, but to also be responsible for the whole, to care for the world. For many years

Robert has shouldered the burden—often a heavier burden than any of us can

really know—of seeing this institute and this community through its many

challenges, of being willing to make hard decisions: of taking responsibility for the

future of the brave experiment that CIIS represents in the history of education.

These challenges he has met with unflagging energy and hope, resilience and

compassion.

 

As many of you know, not long ago Robert wrote a book about many of his most

admired intellectual and spiritual influences. Its title was Steiner and Kindred Spirits.



I think many of us over the years here at CIIS recognize ourselves as living within a

privileged learning community that could fairly be called: Robert and Kindred Spirits.

 

Thank you, Robert.

 

With admiration, gratitude, and love,

Rick

 

 



From Brian Thomas Swimme

When I reflect on Robert's career, I realize with surprise that I have been

colleagues with Robert longer than with any other professor in any of the five

universities in which I have taught. Now, with both of us at the end of our long

teaching careers, I see with clarity the greatness of his achievements in the

California Institute of Integral Studies and, in particular, the Philosophy,

Cosmology, and Consciousness program.

Here is how it began.

In 1989, when Robert flew out to San Francisco to be interviewed for the

presidency of CIIS, he and I were invited by Ty Cashman to his houseboat in

Sausalito. The three of us sat around a coffee table eating Chinese food out of

those white containers while the entire houseboat tilted this way and that under

the impact of the wind. Ty had organized the meeting as a way to help Robert

reflect on the weighty decision of whether or not he should abandon a perfectly

wonderful life in New York for this new adventure in California. 

The chance of Robert and Ellen making the epochal journey out of New York didn't

look so great as I listened to the two of them discuss the situation. Ty had a low

opinion of all new age thought, which is how he saw CIIS, characterizing the

institute as "a bunch of 60s hippies playing make-believe in a sandbox." Robert's

main concern was the board of CIIS. It consisted primarily of students or former

students. Robert had enough experience as an administrator to know it would be

hard to make any major changes with such a weak board. My participation in the

conversation was minor. I knew nothing about boards, and I did not want to

appear defensive when confronted with Ty's criticism so I just swallowed his

insults. But though I was trying to be objective in order to help Robert decide,



inside I was burning with a sense of certainty that he had to come to CIIS. 

During the thirty-three years that separate the present from that event, I have

often reflected on it because of the drama of that moment. Because of the

significance of that decision. Many possibilities were really there, hanging in the air

above the Chinese boxes. These possibilities would either be transformed into

actuality or condemned to stay forever in their ethereal states, all depending upon

Robert's decision. 

Thirty-three years later, I can identify some of the possibilities that were

beseeching Robert for incarnation.

They called to him with a question: "What about creating a new School in CIIS,

maybe call it the School for Transformative Learning, where instead of just

teaching Hinduism and Buddhism, CIIS could confront the challenges of the wider

society and its major institutions? Why not have a school devoted to transforming

our larger worlds?" 

And they asked, "How about breaking out of five thousand years of patriarchy and

inventing an academic department that focuses on the spiritual development of

women? Why not create the first department of Women's Spirituality anywhere in

America or Europe?"

Robert transformed both of these invisible possibilities into actualities. Because of

his creativity, hundreds upon hundreds of students and faculty from around the

planet have had their lives changed in the most profound ways. None of these

realities would have happened had Robert made a different decision. 

Now we come to us.



It's as if Robert woke up one day and thought, "Why don't I bring Western

Philosophy into CIIS?" And so he set about the task, identifying Rick Tarnas as the

perfect person to pull it off. Rick drew from his soul a one-page description of

something called the Philosophy, Cosmology, and Consciousness program. With

Robert's blessing and support, that one page fluttered out of its Haight-Ashbury

origin, flew around the planet, and brought back some of the most interesting, far-

out, creative, adventurous, wild, wonderful philosophical-spiritual types the world

has ever known. Robert, with Rick's crucial leadership, constructed a community

inside of which it was easy to be creative. The wild relationships made it possible to

believe a new species of humans was coming forth.

All of us here today know this first-hand. We wouldn't be here if Robert and Ellen

had decided differently. That's such an amazing thought. Take away Robert's

creativity, and we wouldn't be who we are today.

 Praise and honor to Robert McDermott, builder of worlds.



From Sean Kelly

I first met Robert in the summer of 1988, right after I graduated with my Ph.D., at a

symposium on science and spirituality in Tarrytown, New York. I knew nothing

about him, but I was impressed by his presentation on the spiritual mission of

America in which he made mention of the Romantic tradition and American

transcendentalism and transpersonal psychology. How cool is that, I thought! At

the end of the conference, I had to make my way to Manhattan to spend the night

before returning to Canada. I had never been to New York before, and didn't really

know how to get there or where to stay. Robert kindly offered to drive me (I didn't

realize at the time that he wasn't planning on going to Manhattan on his way

home) and delivered me to a hotel across from the Swedenborgian book store. I

got him to inscribe my copy of The Essential Steiner, which I still have and treasure. I

couldn't have known then that, almost ten years later, I would be invited by Rick to

teach at the university where, in the meantime, Robert had become president and

Rick had founded PCC. Clearly, there was some sort of karmic connection at work,

no doubt picking up where some of our Irish ancestors had left off (Robert's

mother was also a Kelly, after all).

 

The rest, as they say, is history, only a few highlights of which I can conjure here.

After Robert finished his term as president, he joined the PCC faculty and we

quickly became not only colleagues but fast friends, or as Robert likes to say

occasionally in closing his emails, "pals", and indeed, family in the truest sense of

the word. I was so grateful when Robert agreed to take over from me to become

the third chair of PCC. He steered our ship faithfully for ten years and was

instrumental in securing positions for Elizabeth, Jake, and Matt. For my part, I had

the great pleasure of co-teaching with Robert, five times, I believe. We like to think

that our shared values, our mutual love and respect, and our delight in learning

from each other have helped bridge whatever prevented Steiner and Jung from

seeing each other as clearly and sympathetically as they might otherwise have



done.

 

For two decades, before we became an online program, our community was

deepened and enlivened by the many PCC parties and other social events hosted

by Ellen and Robert in their warm and elegant home. Back at the San Francisco

campus, despite the absence of Ellen's graceful oversight, Robert would be seen

trailing a cart to his classrooms with teas and an assortment of cookies that he

would offer students at break. Once he made the leap to teaching online, even

without tea and cookies, Robert managed to preserve the feeling of an intimate

family gathering for each of his classes.

 

Robert may be retiring, but his soul nature, something of his etheric and astral

being, is now and forever woven into the heart of PCC. And though he will, of

course, remain an active member of our community—and I will likely try to lure

him back for at least one more co-taught course—now is the time to mark the

great gifts Robert has shared with us. Beneath and infusing those I have already

mentioned: his passion for ideas, and ideals, especially those closest to the

missions of CIIS and PCC. His love of life and commitment to Earth. His devotion to

the Great Mother of a thousand names. His compassion and advocacy for the

most vulnerable among us. And perhaps most strikingly, his loyalty—yes, to loyalty

itself—but first and foremost to his family, both immediate and extended, to his

friends, and to this beloved PCC community which he has nurtured and shaped,

and to which he has given so much.

 

We bow to you in gratitude, Robert, and bless you as you begin this new phase of

life and your new role within PCC.

 

Your pal,

Sean



 

 



From Sean   Kelly



From Elizabeth Allison

Mary Evelyn Tucker and 

Robert, 2019

Mary Evelyn Tucker & Robert, Religion & Ecology 
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From Elizabeth Allison

Dear Robert:

 

It is incomprehensible to imagine CIIS without you! You have been so entirely

central to my experience of CIIS as to be united with it in my mind. I am struck

again and again by the tremendous good fortune - karma, I suppose you would

say - that led you to track me down in the dripping mountain forests at the far end

of Bhutan's national highway. How fortunate I was to swirl into your sphere back in

2007 when I received a mysterious email on a clunky computer with

temperamental dial-up internet charged by the minute in a remote misty corner of

the Himalayas.

 

I am deeply grateful for your extraordinarily generous mentorship, demonstrating

the myriad skills of professorship and academic leadership through dedicated

example and thoughtful encouragement. How you have presided over so many

beginnings and significantly influenced so many people's lives and careers in one

lifetime boggles my mind.

 

You were there at the beginning...

 

... in dialogue with Thomas Berry

 

... in dialogue with the other founders of PCC

 

... in dialogue with Mary Evelyn Tucker and John Grim

 

... of PCC

 

... of my career at a professor



 

... of the Ecology, Spirituality, and Social Justice seminar, at Lama, Upaya, and

Esalen

 

... of contemplative environmentalism

 

... of my friendships with Rebecca Kneale Gould, Dan McKanan, Paul Wapner, and

Evan Berry

 

... of my daughter's introduction to the PCC community

 

... of Ecology, Spirituality, and Religion at CIIS

 

... of the PCC Online program

 

And so many other momentous events in so many other lives and institutions.

Multiplying these events by the hundreds or thousands of people you call friends

and colleagues accentuates the deep and wide web of your connections and

world-changing influence. The seeds of beginnings hold the patterns for

unfoldings. From all these beginnings and more, unfurlings continue to extend to

every corner of the universe.

 

In my tremendous and heartfelt gratitude, I wish you and Ellen every happiness,

joy, and peace: abundant time with the grandchildren, with one another, with dear

friends and family members, with your books and music and walks and nature and

prayer and thanksgiving, with all the extraordinary beauties and daily miracles that

this one wild and precious life offers us. 

 

With abiding gratitude, affection, and love -

Elizabeth Allison



From Elizabeth Allison

Ellen and Emilia Grace Allison - Biber, 

2012

Ecology, Spirituality, and Religion, Sept. 2014

Robert and Ellen at Esalen, winter 2014

Ecology, Spirituality & Social Justice at Esalen



From Jake Sherman

Twenty-one years ago, I flew into San Francisco to visit the Philosophy, Cosmology,

and Consciousness graduate program that I was hoping to begin in the Fall.

People did things like that back then. I was taken to the PCC Office, met some

faculty, and went along to sit in on a session of Robert McDermott's course:

'Krishna, Buddha, Christ.' Having completed an MA thesis on Teilhard de Chardin

and Owen Barfield, I knew Robert by reputation as one of the leading Steiner

scholars in the world. Sitting in the classroom that day, listening to Robert talk

about bhakti, jnana, and karma yoga, I was enthralled. The entire classroom

seemed alive not only with the pursuit of knowledge but with the love of wisdom.

At the time, it felt like something important was happening — something karmic,

as Robert would put it — though I couldn't quite say what. Now, twenty years later,

I know it.

It's no exaggeration to say that meeting Robert changed my life. To me, he has

been a teacher, a mentor, a friend, a counsellor, and a model of integrity, wisdom,

and stability in both life and scholarship. I don't know that I've entirely adjusted to

the idea that Robert is retiring from PCC. He embodies the spirit and the mission

of PCC so fully that I can hardly think of the program without him. But, as Robert

knows, change and evolution are real and perennialism is a misguided doctrine at

best, so I'm working on reconciling myself to this transition.

With that in mind, I've been reflecting on four profoundly true lessons I learned

from Robert, lessons that lie at the heart of Robert's character and that he has

infused into the heart of PCC.

First, I learned from Robert that philosophy is not just what you think but with

whom you think. I don't know that he ever put it exactly this way, but he



demonstrated it in lecture and conversation all the time. The filial affection with

which he referred to his teachers initially caught me off guard. I don't know that I'd

ever before met someone whose thought was so suffused with devotion. Robert is

still this way.  Far from constraining his thought, devotion to those from whom he

has learned seems to set his thought free.  Somehow the more inseparable his

thought is from others, the more he is able to make it his own.  

That's the second thing I learned from Robert: philosophy is impossible outside of

friendship. The driving question in Plato's Lysis is not just what a friend is, but

whether friendship exists. It does, but the ontology of friendship is startling. In

friendship, we experience ourselves as not wholly belonging to ourselves, for we

also belong also to our friends, and they in part to us. We are bound up with one

another and become ourselves only in and through the giving of ourselves to the

other. It sounds abstract but in Robert's friendship these metaphysical matters are

made concrete. Robert lives his philosophy by living into his friendships, including

those of us in PCC fortunate to have Robert as our friend in philosophy and life.

The third lesson I learned from Robert follows from this: that philosophy is not just

a subject to be studied, but is rather a way of life.  If you've ever watched Robert

lecture you've seen him move from idea to idea not just with his mind but with his

whole person. Alongside his intelligence and learning, there's humor and wit and

tremendous care for the ideas and for the consequences of those ideas. As I

learned from Robert, I saw him engaging philosophy more as a spiritual adventure

or existential vocation than an academic subject.

Finally, the fourth lesson I learned from Robert has to do with the moral

orientation of thought. There is something warm in the quality and structure of

Robert's thinking, something more like dawn than dusk. If pressed to expand on

what I mean by that, I can only say that somehow in every thing Robert thinks

there is an air of compassion and a strong current pulling inexorably towards the



good.

When I was younger and at a crossroads in my life I went to Robert for advice. He

told me essentially to put a number of irons in the fire to 'give the angels

something to work with.' Robert is retiring from PCC but over the last two and a

half decades he gave the angels an abundance to work with. 

With gratitude, esteem, and love,

Jake





From Matt Segall

Robert,

You have been a mentor to many, including myself. I know I am not the only one who thinks of you

as a kind of "karmic key master," though you play this role unassumingly and with utmost humility.

You are always looking to connect people, with a keen sense others' purpose and even destiny. I

am grateful for your guidance in matters small and large these past nearly fifteen years since I

began as a PCC Masters student. I am grateful also for your many decades advancing the study of

philosophy, religion, and spirituality, particularly with regard to the works of Aurobindo and Steiner

(both of whom require skilled conceptual translators such as yourself!), and for your commitment

to CIIS and PCC, neither of which might still exist without your years of leadership. While I hope and

suspect you are not done writing yet, I do wish that this next phase of life with family and grandkids

brings you as much joy as teaching has!

Your Friend,

Matt Segall





From Jim Ryan

I want to express my congratulations (abhinandanam (Sanskrit)) to Robert on his

retirement and to acknowledge his great service and contributions to CIIS.  I was

there in 1990 as Faculty Rep. to the Board when he was elected as President of

CIIS in a very contentious election by a 7 to 6 vote. I'm proud to say I voted for him

and, though I did experience some difficulties as then Chair of Philosophy of

Religion and as a faculty person with the new President's administrative style, I

never for a moment, nor to this day, regretted my support of his candidacy.

 Frankly, I am fully certain that if either of the other two guys would have become

President, the Institute would not be in existence today. 

Robert had a secure position in the Philosophy Dept. at City University of New York

at the time and, even after being selected as President, was not completely certain

about moving his world out to San Francisco to run this quite small (@400

students) and obscure graduate school, even though he'd been drawn to it

because he had done some academic collaboration with its founder Dr. Haridas

Chaudhuri. (It was for this reason that he was staunchly supported for the

Presidency by Dr. Chaudhuri's widow, Bina Chaudhuri, then Vice President for

Community Relations. (Also, he had done his dissertation work, as I recall, on the

great modern Indian philosopher (and independence fighter) S. Radhakrishnan

and had produced a very useful book (still in print) on Sri Aurobindo (Chaudhuri's

inspiration), "The Essential Aurobindo."))

The story of that summer of 1990 is worth retelling, when Dr. McDermott, then

President of the Waldorf Schools' Board, was in upstate New York on their annual

retreat. There he received a call from one of his mentors, the venerable Elizabeth

McCormack who was, as I recall, advisor and friend to Laurance Rockefeller, as well

as being on the Board of the MacArthur Foundation. She had heard that Robert



had been selected to be President of CIIS and was considering the offer. In his

retelling, if I remember it correctly, she called him at the Waldorf retreat and told

him that he should get down to New York City quickly because Laurance

Rockefeller wanted to talk to him about his possible role as President of CIIS. As I

recall, he said, "Then, before I knew it, I was in Laurance Rockefeller's office on the

80th floor of the Twin Towers talking to him about real money." Laurance asked

Robert how much he'd need to essentially put CIIS on firm footing. Robert must

have done some thinking on the matter and just said "5 million dollars." Now, at

this time the annual budget of CIIS was 2.2 million. So this was a rather

considerable sum. Laurance apparently didn't blink and, indicating that this might

be doable by him as a gift, told Robert to go in the next room and write up a list of

things this money might be directed toward in expanding the Institute. (I

parenthetically add here that Laurance Rockefeller, at that time, already knew

about CIIS. He had two of his friends on our then Board and had already made his

first gift to us, $100,000 which was the foundational endowment of the Haridas

Chaudhuri for Indian and Comparative Philosophy. This year this became a full

endowment supporting Dr. Debashish Banerji, Chair of East-West Psychology, as

Haridas Chaudhuri Chair.) 

Robert wrote out his list of potential investments: 1) the area of Philosophy,

Cosmology and Consciousness (Robert, I believe, had envisioned a Dept. like this

for some time) 2) Women's Spirituality 3) innovative education (the roots of our

Transformative Inquiry Program) 4) Ecology; realized programmatically as ESR

eventually, but invested in in various ways over the years. I think there may have

been a 5th area, that I have forgotten it. Needless to say, the 5 million was gotten,

in one million a year increments. And Laurance probably gave another 2 million to

us along the way, all of it formally unrestricted except for the brief outline

Laurance had given the nod to when Robert presented him this list. Anyone can

see the tremendous influence this gift garnered by Prof. McDermott had on the

Institute. Significantly, the WASC Accreditation Agency had at this time began to



become somewhat more critical toward independent or alternative schools and, in

my view, was, in fact, trying to weed out smaller schools in favor of more

established entities.  Even with the Rockefeller largess, when WASC came through

in 1993 or so, they were very critical of CIIS. I have no doubt that had we not

gotten this substantial financial support brought by Dr. McDermott that the

accreditation authorities would have likely doomed us to non-existence with

requirements beyond our financial reach. 

Well, this is ancient history, but foundational history. I'll let others speak of Robert's

later roles as Chair of PCC and such. I can't say there weren't administrative

tensions between some existing faculty, including myself, and the new President

back in the1990s. One might think of the hippy pioneers at Auroville and their

clashes with the administrative authorities in Pondicherry. But, truth be told,

almost none of the innovations that Robert introduced were particularly

controversial to those folks.  It was usually a question of how one introduced new

entities into our ecosystem rather than what. I may be saying too much here, but

then it was sort of a New York meets California thing. Brash and blunt meets

California soft-in- the-head (feel free to mentally edit here, folks). As my wife is

from Brooklyn, Robert's New Yorkness never really bothered me. When he went

from President to just Professor, I welcomed him as a learned and always

innovative and experimenting colleague.  When Robert steps out the door, a

significant and foundational era at CIIS comes to a close. May the wind be at your

back, Robert, and Goddess-speed. 

Jim Ryan

Asian Philosophies and Cultures (Emeritus)





From Stanislav Grof

Dear Robert,

 

Thank you from my heart for having guided and steered our school

with deep wisdom, knowledge 

and love of humanity and the world. Much gratitude for allowing us to

teach disciplines that

were at the time avant-garde (albeit ancient). Your spirit will remain in

CIIS in the future.

 

Love you,    

Stan 



From Stanislav Grof



From Mary Evelyn Tucker

May 14, 2022

 

Dear Robert,

 

We are delighted to hear that you are being honored today at CIIS for your

retirement and then next week online. We wish we could join you next Friday, but

we have another commitment at that time. Of course, to be there today would

have been such a treat!

 

We send our warmest congratulations and good wishes for these special

occasions. Twenty years of service to PCC is quite an accomplishment! Indeed, the

list of your contributions is long, including teaching and chairing the department

for 10 years. 

 

But this doesn't even begin to touch on the community you helped to create for

PCC with the wonderful dinners and gatherings that you and Ellen hosted. The

students and associated faculty (like us!) are deeply indebted to your welcoming

embrace. You helped to create a vibrant intellectual and personal bonding that is

so rare in academia. You also skillfully navigated challenging issues for PCC so that

you still remain good colleagues with dedicated students. Such a precious gift!

 

We are especially grateful that you arranged for us to teach in PCC while we were

living in Berkeley. We so enjoyed that experience. Indeed, Sam and Elizabeth were

in the class and are still working for the Forum on Religion and Ecology. You also

graciously arranged for our honorary degree, which touched us deeply. It was

such a special occasion in every way.

 

Please know how much you and Ellen mean to us. We treasure your friendship



over many years. We trace this all the way back to Thomas who has inspired all of

us!

 

Sending you and Ellen much love until we see you again,

Mary Evelyn and John



From Chris Bache & Christina Hardy

Robert has given us so much through his long and distinguished career at CIIS

as a scholar, author, educator, mentor, chairperson, and president. In this

tribute, Christina Hardy and I celebrate his remarkable gift for fellowship.

Robert’s warm heart, his irrepressible humor, his joie de vivre, his love of

people and good conversation, and his generous and gracious nature shined

in the many gatherings he and Ellen hosted in their home over the years.

 

This picture captures this endearing quality. It was taken at a going away party

in 2002 celebrating the end of Christina’s years as the first program

coordinator for the department of Philosophy, Cosmology, and Consciousness.

 

With love and gratitude for everything you and Ellen have given the CIIS

community, Robert, we send you love and blessings on your retirement.



From Annette L Williams

Dear Robert,

Your constant presence throughout my 19 years of association with

CIIS has been assurance, reassurance and, most recently, scholarly

affirmation. … Assurance that though a young institution of higher

learning, CIIS enjoys inspiring loyalty and support … Reassurance that

the spiritual heart of CIIS continually beats and is honored … And

personal affirmation – Your invitation to contribute an essay to Philo-

Sophia has been a highlight of my CIIS passage because of the deep

respect I hold for you and Debashish.  Thank you for the light of your

presence at CIIS, Robert.  I will miss you. 



From Craig Chalquist

Robert, wishing you all the best and many blessings for your hard-

earned retirement from CIIS.



From Daniel Deslauriers

Dear Robert,

Your life at CIIS has been exemplary in many respects, from your

contributions as President of the Institute to becoming a teacher in

PCC.  Your vision contributed to make CIIS as we know it.   You and I

served together on many committees, and I always admired your

generosity of spirit! CIIS will miss you dearly!  It has been an honor to

share the stage of life at CIIS with you!  You are an indelible part of its

history.  

Thank you from the heart!

Daniel Deslauriers 



From Rebecca M Farrar

My more than a decade in the PCC orbit wouldn't have been the same

without you. The Aurobindo classes and the Biographic classes I took

with you were some of my favorite academic moments in my life. Your

presence and playfulness make so much transformation of the heart

and soul possible. I'm so grateful to have had you as my thesis advisor

and have appreciated your direct--yet soft--approach to academia and

humans in general. Thank you for being you, I'm forever changed. 



From Clara Lindstrom

Robert retiring!? The end of an era, indeed! How fondly I remember the

beginning-of-semester PCC parties at the McDermott's where, although I

wasn't even a "real" PCC student, I always felt welcome and included. I think I

may have attended just one class of Robert's (taught jointly with Brian, on

Teilhard and Berry - fabulous!) and my only complaint is that he judged my use

of the word "behooved" as "old and dusty," haha! Always fond of a good joke,

too, that Robert, with a twinkle of mischief in his eye. I was very touched you

came to my CIIS baby-shower send-off, from which, as it turns out, I never

returned; motherhood finally put the kibosh on my finishing a PhD. But in the

end, I realized, I was never really there for the PhD itself, I was there for the

exceptionally unique, forward-thinking, deeply creative community of CIIS in

general and PCC in particular. And I have you, Robert, to thank for guiding that

into existence and shepherding it to where it is now. HUGE THANKS!





From Chip B. Goldstein

Robert,

 

Over the course of my 15 years at CIIS, you have consistently been a

source of immense guidance, support, and care.  Your insights on CIIS

history and current events, policies and perspectives, politics and

personalities, have proven immeasurably helpful to me in

understanding and negotiating the CIIS landscape, in exercising

leadership for change, and in feeling seen and appreciated. Have a

blast with your newfound time to read, write, and do all that brings you

joy and enlightenment!

 

Chip B. Goldstein, EdD 

Associate Provost for Assessment & Compliance

Provost Division



From Jesse Estrin

Robert!!

I am so grateful for having had you as a professor during my time at PCC. I

remember the day you interviewed me, and I remember well the orientation and

all of my classes with you. What stands out profoundly to me is the wonderful and

refreshing mix of aspirational perennial philosophy with well timed humor - how

often philosophy and comparative religion are stuffy subjects with dour and

serious faces in discussion! I loved how you brought humor, laughter, light hearted

spirit, as well as contagious enthusiasm for the subjects you taught. I will always

remember a particular joke you made - about Steiner and how he included

theater and plays in the curriculum of his schools. You made a spontaneous joke

about how his philosophy was one of countering each student's tendencies: you

made a joke that he would pick the shiest child to play the central character, and

then ask the loudest, most extraverted child just be a silent background character

who holds a sword! My mother was sitting in on the class with me, and we looked

at each other as we both laughed out loud. Thank you for making those classes

not only uplifting, but fun!

I also loved how you held Saturn within the Neptunian and Uranian emphasis of

PCC. You always held a practical lens, which I needed at the time. You questioned

things, pushed back, challenged us, and made us think about the harsh worldly

realities in order for us not to get lost in the clouds. I always respected you for

that. You so cared about us, and wanted us to succeed in the world, and that

wouldn't happen if you got lost with us in the dreamy idealism that was so

common in PCC. We needed handholds of sobriety and discernment. I will always

appreciate how you brought that to the program.



Finally, I wanted to say I am so deeply grateful for your work in steering CIIS, as

well as the PCC program as President and as Chair for all those years. The way you

not only taught these deep and profound classes, but also demonstrated how to

attend to business and held steward an entire institution during some turbulent

years, says so much about you Robert. I hope you know you impact so many

people by helping to keep CIIS, and PCC, on solid legs for decades because of your

skillful business acumen.

Bravo!! So grateful for you on so many levels. Thank you for being You, and giving

all of your varied gifts to the world.

Best,

Jesse Estrin



From Nina Riaz

Thank you, Professor McDermott, for granting me and others the

opportunity to learn how to dive and swim in the ocean of

consciousness.



From Alexander Winter

Dear Robert, 

I am grateful our paths crossed towards the end of your academic

career. You mostly told me that you could make neither heads nor tails

of of my writing about reinterpreting spirit through a lens of

computation and artificial intelligence. Thank you for your earnesty

and for sharing your stories and experiences around Aurobindo,

Teilhard, Steiner, and CIIS history. I wish you many blessings.



From Karie Crisp Vazquez

Dear Robert,

It was your encouragement in a PCC information session that

motivated me to rush in my application for Fall 2019 admission. I wish

I had more chances to take your courses. Nevertheless, I am grateful

to have participated in your 2020 Summer course on Sri Aurobindo

and Modern Thought.  Congratulations on your well-deserved

retirement!

Best wishes,

Karie Crisp Vazquez



From Alexis Braun

It is hard to imagine being able to accurately paint a picture with words of the impact Robert has

had on me and my life.  Robert has not only been an adviser, professor, and mentor, he is a friend.

Since graduating from PCC, Robert always makes the time to listen and offer guidance.  I am not

alone in singing out that Robert truly cares about individuals in their personal lives and vocational

paths of service. I have the fondest memories of the community gatherings at Ellen and Robert's

home.  Being so open-heartedly welcomed into a professors home was unlike anything I had

experienced.  Within their home the larger community felt an even deeper sense of belonging, a

place to feel truly welcomed! Robert's reach spreads far and wide of the people whose's lives he

has touched, and it is my utmost honor and privilege to be one of those people.  Robert, you are a

blessing to so many!

Thank you for all you given to us all and and all you share of yourself.

With Gratitude and Love,

Alexis   



From Yuichi Ejiri

Dear Robert, 

The biggest lessons don’t come from books but from a teacher like

you. Thank you so much for your kindness, wisdom, and positivity. You

encouraged me to be the best that I can be.  

Congratulations on your retirement. If you have an opportunity to visit

Japan, please do not forget to let me know!

Yuichi



From Olena Provencher

This is a short story that showcases Robert's kindness, humanity, and empathy. It

was the time when I just discovered CIIS and its outstanding PCC program through

a random online search, while I and my young children still lived in rural Florida. I

started a conversation with the program, as well as my application. Being accepted

in PCC was not a hard problem; getting out of Florida was. I was going through a

complicated divorce from my children's father at the point, and he didn't want me

to take the children out of the state (and, of course, I wouldn't go without them). I

needed court permission, and for that, I needed to have an address in San

Francisco where I and my children would supposedly stay. I didn't have any friends

in San Francisco (or anywhere else in the US at the point) to ask for that. Then I

learned that Robert McDermott himself wanted to talk to me as a prospective

student over the phone. Not without trepidation, I've placed my call. Robert asked

me how my moving to California is going, and I told him, in tears, about my

problem. Robert immediately said, without hesitation, that I can give the court his

address, and that he hoped that it would solve the problem. I got very emotional

at that point, and for a good reason: Robert's kindness resolved my court

problem, and I and my family happily moved to California, and I started attending

lectures starting Fall 2015. Robert was outstandingly kind, personable, and

supportive throughout my entire study, hiring me as a Research Assistant and

then as Teacher Assistant, showing interest in my children's lives and having a

good talk to them at every PCC party. Clearly, I owe my successful graduation from

PCC to Robert. And, Robert, we still have those beautiful, magical old-fashioned

Christmas decorations you once gave to me for the children! 

With so much gratitude, love, and blessings,

Olena Provencher, Ph.D.



From Francesca Po

Dearest Robert: I likely didn’t say it enough, but I want you to know that

you are one the most influential people in my life.  You have been a

great friend and mentor all these years and I am indebted to your

kindness and generosity.  Wishing you the best of blessings as you

enter the next stage in life.  

Love, Francesca



From Francesca Po

CIIS Graduation 2011



From Katherine (Kat) Ziemke

Dear Robert,

It has been a privilege and an honor to study under you during your very last

full-time semester in the PCC department.  In the Steiner & Jung course, which

you taught with Sean Kelly, I have learned the lessons which will last me a

lifetime. 

Wishing you all the best in your next phase of life's amazing discoveries!  

With deepest gratitude for your transformative and compassionate teachings...

 

Kat Ziemke





From Kerri Welch

Dear Robert, 

Thank you for guiding CIIS into its mature incarnation and birthing PCC through your skillful

weaving of relationships, prescient insight into what the world needs, and attuned spiritual magic.

The ripples you have wrought in the world are uncountable. PCC is exactly what my mind, body,

heart and soul needed to fully blossom in this life. Thank you for your presence, availability, good

humor, candor, wise council, and support throughout the 20 years I have known you. I have

appreciated your time, words, and kindness more than you know. You and Ellen have been

instrumental in coalescing the PCC community through opening your home to vibrant parties and

forums. The connections facilitated through these events and through the wider circles of PCC and

CIIS weave lives together into the most beautiful golden tapestry of mutuality. Thank you, from the

bottom of my heart, for the exponential richness you have infused into my life and the world. 

Love, 

Kerri



From Kerri Welch

Esalen 2006

Esalen Halloween 2010 with Hiroko, Mikey, Robert & Wendy

Esalen 2006 Robert and Brian 

(photo by Anna)

Esalen Halloween 2010 Robert & Kelly



From Sally Smith

Robert, 

I feel so thrilled and so honored to have had the opportunity to learn

from you during your last semester at CIIS. Arguably the best time to

learn from a teacher, you shared with us what you hold most valuable

after a long career in academia. Thank you for the gift of Steiner, your

compassionate remarks at the end of my autobiography, and the

reminder to never be late, because "all the good ones" are always

early.

With so much love, respect, and admiration,

Sally Smith



From Melissa Ayres

It was a honor to study with you, Professor! Thank you for your

wisdom, guidance, and support. Enjoy a well-deserved retirement!



From Deepak Bansal

Thanks for your generosity, Robert. As a professor, for taking time to

correct my English; as a mentor, for being involved in my post-CIIS

career growth; and as a human, for showcasing the values I can aspire

towards. From a first call from Switzerland to a Wisdom Quest, you

shaped my being. Thank you for being there!



From Deepak Bansal

The wisdom quest goes on...



From Abeer Desai

Dear Prof. McDermott,

Your influence on my life has been invaluable. Thank you for showing

me a model of what true leadership looks like. I hope you have

enjoyed our exchanges as well.

Best wishes always,

Abeer



From Sam Hinds

Robert,

Your subtle acts of service as karmic keymaster for a great many souls

whose karma called them through the uncanny portal of PCC are inscribed,

like luminous and masterful calligraphy, upon the face of the timeless.

Together we sing in a chorus of gratitude from an ever-present elsewhere

that is also right here—and if you listen deeply, in pristine stillness, surely

you will hear it in your heart.

With gratitude and much respect,

Sam Hinds



From Kari Kapadia

Robert, I'm so grateful for your leadership and guidance, and the time I spent

learning from you. Your presence was a supportive guiding light as I stretched

my capacity to discover more about the nature of reality, navigated the waters

of transformation of my own consciousness, and found my voice to plant the

acorn of a new footing in not only the cosmos, but also the society in which we

live. I look back on those formative years fondly. 

You always supported my work and provided a model for how to live a life

immersed in spiritual seeking without compromising a practical existence. I can

never thank you enough for how you believed in and supported me in my

blossoming as a scholar and as a person. I wish you a very fruitful retirement;

may you reap the priceless rewards that come from energy optimally-invested.



From Leila Kincaid

One of the things that drew me to CIIS was Robert McDermott's

passionate enthusiasm for PCC, and students interested in applying to

it, during an online info session on Zoom. Having attended a few of

these sessions while researching programs to apply to, it was Robert's

personality and attitude that largely influenced my decision to apply to

PCC. He made me feel that it was a place I belonged, where I might

find kindred spirits, and alas, I have!

I am sad that I will only have been a student of his for one semester.

His retirement this year makes me wish that I had joined PCC sooner. I

shall follow his continued work and spirit after he leaves CIIS with

reverence, respect, and adoration.



From Laura Pustarfi

Dear Robert,

On this momentous occasion of your retirement, I'm grateful to take a moment to

honor you and all you've done for me personally and for CIIS, which has meant so

much to so many of us. You are an incredible instructor, and I have learned so

much from you. I especially appreciated moments like in the Teilhard and Thomas

2011 class (photo also in this collection) witnessing the intellectual camaraderie

between you, Mary Evelyn, and Brian. Your stories in the dance dome at Esalen

have been a touch point of my PCC/ESR experience. You have also many times

gone out of your way to support me personally or provide advice that I have

deeply appreciated. You have still never been wrong in your suggestions about the

way things might go. 

You've also done so much for CIIS, much more than I am even partially aware, I'm

sure. Thank you for stewarding so gracefully and steadily this institution that is

unlike any other and keeping the spark of the ashram alive in the university. You

have always kept us looking vertically, at least a bit, rather than only horizontally.

I hope retirement is no stopping point for you. Instead, I hope it frees you up to

work on many projects and anything that you haven't yet had time to engage in as

much as you'd like. Many wishes that you and Ellen are surrounded by family,

friends, and students as you move into this next phase. 

With much admiration,

Laura Pustarfi



Teilhard & Thomas, 2011



From Elizabeth McAnally

Dearest Robert, 

 

It has been such an honor to be friends and colleagues over the past 16 years.

You have helped open the doors to so many opportunities in my life. Your

invitation to Mary Evelyn and John to teach World Religions and Ecology at CIIS in

Spring 2006 changed the course of my life. I had previously believed that I was

done with academia, but when I heard about this class, I knew it was a once-in-a-

lifetime opportunity. I enrolled in the class as a special student, and that semester

I decided to pursue a doctorate in the field of religion and ecology through PCC.

After the class, Mary Evelyn and John invited me to work for the Forum on Religion

and Ecology, which I've been doing ever since. What a profound blessing!

 

You also welcomed me into the Ecology, Spirituality, and Social Justice group of the

Fetzer-Kalamazoo Mentoring Project, and those four years were such a special

time in my life. The friendships that emerged from out of that group continue to

deepen.  

 

Your academic mentorship and personal counsel have meant so much to me, and

your support of my music has been incredibly uplifting. You and Ellen hold such a

dear place in my heart, and I'm forever grateful to you both. Your loving

partnership is an inspiration to so many of us!

 

With love,

Elizabeth McAnally



Robert  McDermott,  Alison  Cliath,  Becky  Gould,  Elizabeth  McAnally,   

Jake   Sherman,  and  Elizabeth  Allison.  

Upaya  Zen  Center,  June  2011.

From Elizabeth   McAnally



Robert  McDermott  and  Elizabeth  McAnally.   

PCC   Retreat  at  Esalen.  2013.

From Elizabeth   McAnally



Robert  hiking  in  Sante  Fe.  

June  2011.

From Elizabeth   McAnally



From Bruce W. Thompson

I met Robert at an open house when I was considering PCC and he

immediately made me feel at home. That connection from the first day

never wavered and for almost twenty years the conversation has

continued. Robert also welcomed my wife Mary into the community

and with Ellen graciously hosted many memorable parties at their

home that always left us feeling part of a vibrant, stimulating, friendly

intellectual environment. I’ll always remember our talks about Gandhi

both in class and one on one. Whenever I ran into Robert in the hall or

the office I knew that we would end up in a fascinating discussion.

What a privilege it has been having had this time with Robert.



From Tayina Fenelus

My time in PCC would not have been the same without Robert

McDermott's caring guidance, enthusiasm, and profound insights!

Robert, thank you for seeing me clearly and encouraging me on my

path, something I imagine you have done for so many who have been

fortunate enough to grow and learn with you. You will be deeply

missed at CIIS. Wishing you the very best! 



From Paul Brumbaum

In appreciation of Robert 

To attempt to capture what Robert has meant to me seems a little like a metaphor

I once heard of trying to hold a thimble under Niagara Falls.  So many memories

from the six years I was a student of his; all the classes and retreats and meetings

for lunch or coffee - from them, I will choose just one that I feel capsulizes the

many interests we shared in common, and also the gifts of understanding and

insight and friendship Robert gave me.

It was my first year in PCC, at the Esalen retreat, that Robert invited me to

accompany him on an errand he had at New Camaldoli Hermitage, on the

mountain high above Esalen.  Robert wanted to visit with Father Bruno Barnhart,

the abbot, to ask him a particular research question as a scholar and authority of

the Gospel of John, and also to attend the noonday Eucharist.  I think Robert

invited me because of my connection to the Benedictine community through the

Order of the Holy Cross, and also as a fellow Episcopalian.  But I remember his

invitation mostly as a gesture of friendship and inclusion, at a time when I was new

to the PCC community.

The visit with Father Bruno was cordial and brief  - he was getting over a cold, as I

recall.  I sat and listened to him and Robert converse, as a student at the feet of

two great masters.  Afterward we attended the Eucharist, which was conducted in

an atmosphere of the utmost sanctity, and was one of the most holy worship

services I have ever experienced (and as a PK and lifelong Episcopalian, I have

witnessed a few). Then we came back down the mountain, and for the rest of the

Esalen retreat I felt the energy of this "transfiguration" moment.



Robert was to give me many other gifts after that, which are far too numerous to

itemize here.  I will simply note that thanks to him, and the thinkers, writers and

knowers he introduced me to, my faith and my lifelong relationship to Christ and

Christianity has been, well, transfigured.  

But that brief moment at New Camaldoli is the memory I most treasure because it

marked the beginning of our friendship, which ever since has been characterized

by Robert's warmth and caring and personal concern.  It's very unusual, in my

experience, to have a teacher and scholar who is both of the highest academic

caliber (and a skilled administrator as well), and a kind and decent human being

who cares deeply about the well being of his students, colleagues and community.

 

Robert walked the talk of what he taught, and in my view that has made all the

difference.

Paul Brumbaum



From Maximilian DeArmon

Dearest Robert,

Your commitment to the Good, the Beautiful, and the True is unwavering. Your

Love of Wisdom sparks joy in all of the students who encounter your presence.

PCC, and CIIS for that matter, would not exist without your dedication to

restoring spirit and soul in the Western imagination. Your care for human

development is admirable and would make Steiner proud. During my time in

PCC, I always knew I could count on you for a positive reflection and for your

leadership. I send my deepest love, and best wishes, to you on your journey.

I'm here for you if you ever need anything.

With the greatest respect and admiration,

Maximilian DeArmon



From Somya Thakker

Dear Robert,

Thank you for your practical leadership and spiritual teachings! You

helped me to perceive and connect with my karmic destiny, and for

that I bow deeply to you. May your wisdom continue to touch those

that walk through the doors of CIIS/PCC. 

With love,

Somya



From Becca Tarnas

Dearest Robert,

You have been the steadfast foundation upon which PCC was built, and an

essential pillar of CIIS's grand structure. Indeed, although you are now retiring,

your presence has shaped this school and program so deeply that I know you will

never truly leave it. You have the most extraordinary ability to connect those who

need to meet at just the right moment when it would be life-changing—and

possibly even world-changing—for those relationships to form. You unlock

doorways for those who did not even know they were standing upon a significant

threshold, ushering in new possibilities barely dreamed of by others. 

Your commitment to wisdom and knowledge is matched only by your ability to

nurture, care, and tend. Your words and thoughts may fly forth with the wit and

speed of a hummingbird, yet they also illuminate philosophical and spiritual

commitments that endure through the ages. Your ability to guide the curious mind

is beautifully balanced by your capacity to hold space for the most intimate and

vulnerable emotional experiences. The bittersweetness of your departure from

CIIS is tempered by the knowledge that you will have more time for yourself, your

family and friends, and your beloved Ellen.

For me personally, there was no singular moment when I met or was introduced

to Robert McDermott—you have always been a presence throughout life. I am

remember so fondly when you and Ellen would come to Grandparents Day at the

Waldorf School when I was young. You have been more of a grandfather to me

than any other figure in my life. Your advice guided me to Mount Holyoke as an

undergraduate, and when I had questions and uncertainties you directed me

towards my doctoral program as well.



I am beyond grateful for all you have given to this graduate community as both a

professor and administrator, and for all I have learned from you personally as a

teacher, mentor, guide, and wisdom-keeper. 

Ten thousand blessings to you, Robert, on this occasion of your retirement. 

Love,

Becca



From Kirk Elser

Professor McDermott,

I am so grateful to have been able to get to know you, albeit through

the Zoom platform, and to have had the fortune of taking two classes

with you! You have been a wonderful guide in my CIIS experience. I am

also happy to have had you as my introduction to Anthroposophy and

the works of Rudolf Steiner. I wish the best for you and Ellen, and

marvelous adventures in this next chapter of your life!

With love and kind regards,

Kirk Elser



From Holly Hudley

Dear Robert -

I remember the first conversation we had in person at a PCC retreat. I wanted advice on whether I

should pursue a PhD. At some point you slapped the table and said, “I can’t think of a better reason

than one that feels deeply personal.” The next fall I was signed up and ready to go. As I near

completion, of the first draft anyhow, I can honestly say two things: 1) thank you, and 2) I forgive

you! Number 2 is, of course, me being cheeky. I am so grateful for your guidance, even from afar,

for your feedback, and for your championing the pursuit of “something more” that we humans

seem pulled toward like a moth to flame. You made my experience at CIIS feel like home, which is

hard to pull off in an online setting. Thank you for asking about my boys and my wonderful man at

every turn. They are very much my “why” for so much in life. I wish you the very best in retirement.

Here’s to a future cup of tea at the museum.

With much love, respect, and gratitude -

Holly Hudley



From John Azzizzi

Dear Robert,

Congratulations on your retirement and on the next stage of your life journey.  I

want to thank you personally for the impact that you have had on my life and the

lives of so many others.  Firstly, there would not be a PCC program if there was not

a Robert McDermott.  The PCC program has influenced those of us who have

participated in it, and me in particular, beyond measure.  It served as my portal

into a new universe of possibilities and served as an oasis for a soul in search of

deeper meaning and exploration.   Secondly, you introduced me and many others

to the work of Rudolf Steiner.  For me personally, this led to my pursuit of a

Masters degree in Waldorf Education and a second career in Waldorf School

Administration as well as my son Kian's education in the Waldorf system (now a

high school freshman at Credo High School in Sonoma County - a public Waldorf

school) and a first-hand experience in the impact that Waldorf Education has on

the lives of young people the world over.  And lastly, the warmth and personal

interest you have taken in me, your students, and all of those with whom you have

had contact these many years, has left an indelible impression on all of us.

Thank you for your service, contributions, and impact over these many years to

the CIIS, PCC, and Waldorf worlds, and to me personally.  I am forever grateful and

in your debt.

 

Yours truly,

John Azzizzi

PCC '01





From Ashton Arnoldy

I am lucky to have had the privilege of working closely with Robert as his "tech TA"

(along with Ellen every now and then!) since his first online course in the Spring of

2019. During these last three years I've learned a lot from him, both directly and

indirectly. Through his influence, I might also say I've been fortunate to "unlearn"

some not so great things as well, particularly around employee-

employer/professor-student dynamics. Robert leads from the ideals of freedom

and warmth, both in the workplace and in the classroom with students. For a

young person in today's world it is truly a gift to encounter elders who actually

walk their talk! I deeply value his capacity for inter-generational mutuality. I was

touched on many occasions by his ability to sincerely affirm the uniqueness and

freedom of each individual while maintaining a fidelity to his own wisdom and

Wisdom in general, a balance that sometimes must come through in

compassionate bluntness! I always look forward to meetings with Robert because I

know they will be full of laughter and his infectious joy; his warm interest as well.

Like many of you, I am saddened by the closing of Robert's long career as a

professor, but I also know that he is a professor to his core and that he will always

be nearby (and often present, I imagine!). I am excited to see how he and Ellen

decide to spend this next chapter and wish them many new adventures together.

With much love and gratitude,

Ashton Arnoldy



From Shaun Roberts

Dear Robert,

I have been lucky to create many positive memories since I first

enrolled at CIIS. One of those memories is from a one-on-one session

we had to discuss how I could enhance my writing skills. At the time, I

was not happy with the direction of our conversation because I knew

how hard I worked to create a compelling essay.

Despite the absolute thrashing you gave my paper, I quickly realized

that you genuinely wanted to help your students.

It has been two years since that moment and every single paper I have

written afterwards has had you in mind. Seriously, while I am writing

and editing my papers, I always think to myself, "What would Dr.

McDermott say about this?" Even as I sit here now, wondering if I made

any mistakes in this note, I know that your guidance has made a

lasting impact on me. There is still so much more I have to learn, but I

truly thank you for the advice you have given me.

Thank you for everything & I wish you luck in all of your future

endeavors!

Shaun Roberts



From Nina, Dima Zabelin & Family

Dearest Robert,

Congratulations on your retirement from CIIS!

We wish you many years of joyful writing and enjoying life.

You have brought so much wisdom, knowledge and enlightenment to

so many through your

writings and lively and inspiring teaching and lecturing. 

My life, for one, has been forever changed for the better because of it.

We look forward to reading more and seeing you more often!

With deep gratitude and much love,

Nina, Dimitri and Family



From Nate Bacon, PCC MA '08

Dear Robert, Thank you so much for all that you have done to grow,

sustain, and evolve the PCC program. It's hard to imagine PCC

continuing on without you as an active faculty member, but we all

know that your presence and influence will live on in PCC and in all of

us in more ways than we can imagine. My time in PCC did not grant

me the opportunity to have many classes with you, but your warm

presence always made me feel welcome regardless of the context or

circumstances. I especially appreciate your affirmation and

encouragement of my poetry project for the capstone semester. That

class was in an experimental phase when I was there and I don't know

what it looks like now, but having that opportunity to explore certain

themes in a creative way, supported by your gracious praise of my

work, helped open some important doors in my thought and in the

depths of my psyche. I will always remember that with profound

gratitude. Wishing you much joy and contentment in your retirement!



From Tonya Miller-Hire

Ah, Dr. McDermott!  Where to begin!  Your leadership has created a

very special program. I was fortunate to experience your wisdom

firsthand.  Thank you for all that you did to make PCC possible.  Thank

you also for your contributions to CIIS.  Your name will forever be in

my library and through your great literary works, I will never forget you.

Best wishes for a fulfilling retirement!

Tonya Miller-Hire



From Vince Wurm

Thank you for classes that explore commonalities between Eastern

and Western ways of thinking. I appreciate your presence at PCC

gatherings as well as the spirit you bring. 



From Teresita Heiser

It was always such a treat to attend the annual gatherings which

Robert hosted in his home. Wonderful conversations, fun stories, and

tours of his marvelous library. Inspired by the School of Athens, it felt

like we were truly following in the footsteps of Plato and Aristotle as we

explored the intersection between the theoretical and the observable,

searching for our own path in the unfolding universe.



From Scott Hill

Dear Robert,

I am deeply grateful I had the good fortune to study in the Philosophy Cosmology and Consciousness

program during a period graced by your wise and perspicacious leadership. (I learned that last wonderful

adjective from you during one of your typically insightful and witty lectures on the history of Western

civilization.) And then there were all those lovely evenings in your and Ellen's welcoming home. Thank you,

Robert, for helping to make my time with PCC some of the very most intellectually and spiritually rewarding

years of my life.

In gratitude,

Scott

Scott J. Hill, Ph.D.

PCC 2009

Author of the PCC-engendered Confrontation with the Unconscious: Jungian Depth Psychology and Psychedelic

Experience



From Elizabeth Jennings

At a time in my life when I was very unsure of myself, Robert encouraged both my

intellectual gifts and spiritual growth. Though fifty years my senior, I felt he

respected me as an equal. indeed, on a fundamental level, he respects every

person as an equal. I have watched him be equally attentive to his grandchild, the

electrician, and a university president.

 

My first semester at CIIS Robert became aware that I had done a bit of editing

work. He asked me if I would like to edit his book. So it happened that when I was

twenty-five I edited Steiner and Kindred Spirits, taking the bus each morning to

Robert and Ellen's apartment across from Golden Gate Park. I worked at a desk in

Robert's office with a view of the Golden Gate Bridge. It felt the most meaningful

thing I had done so far in life.

 

I will always fondly remember midday in Robert and Ellen's apartment, when Ellen

showed me mementos made by the grandchildren while the soup warmed. The

gentle statues of Saint Francis and Kuan Yin imbued such ordinary moments with

sanctity. Indeed, that has been Robert and Ellen's gift to so many: recalling the

ordinary to its holiness.

 

Robert never ceased to tell people that I had edited his book. I noticed that he

never ceased to point out the positive contributions of everyone around him, and

was intent to draw out others' gifts. I later learned this was part of his spiritual

worldview of Anthroposophy: that every person comes to earth with "soul tasks" to

accomplish. Robert finds his joy in helping others identify and fulfill their soul

tasks.

 

I do not currently identify with most of what I was taught at CIIS. However, the

work of Steiner and his interpreters is one stream that continues to nourish my



thinking. It has helped me see the whole and the "golden mean" amongst partial

and extreme views. As I begin my own scholarly work in Inklings Studies, I've

chosen to focus on the lesser-known Inklings, including Owen Barfield, a devotee

of Steiner. If Robert had not introduced me to this body of wisdom, both my inner

life and scholarly work would be very different, and poorer.

 

I admire Robert's commitment to truth and careful thinking, and his loyal and

generous temperament. To combine this with a deep interest in esotericism is no

easy feat. His blunt New Yorker humor walks the edge. I am grateful he has agreed

to serve on my dissertation committee even after retiring. And I hope to pay

forward his gift of seeing the best in me.



From Mary Fonte PCC '07

Dear Robert,

I've sometimes wondered if you know how much you have influenced my life. In a

certain sense you probably do, as in the big accomplishment of co-creating and

sustaining PCC, of which I am a proud graduate! Yet, I bet you don't remember the

details of what you said at key times, whether in a class, at break sharing your

soda bread, or at PCC gatherings at your and Ellen's home. But I remember, and I

remember how perfect your response to me was when I asked questions or

sought guidance.

There was one particular instance, and I cannot share it because it is too precious

to share. Yet, I want you to know that what you said nurtured my soul in a way that

allowed me forward.  It is an experience that I reflect on as one of the key

blessings in my life.  On the surface it was a seemingly simple casual conversation.

Your words and the way you said them reached the heart of me.

My favorite class was Krishna Buddha and Christ. I remember that you had asked

the class if they thought that future classes should not include Krishna. This

actually still bothers me as I don't know why you would ask that. I hope Krishna

was included in all future classes.

At a PCC retreat you read a poem that you had written to Sophia. This moved me

greatly. After PCC, I went onto study and practice Anthroposophy and have been a

part of several study groups and communities.

You happened to meet my sister whom I had "found" in San Francisco. Despite her

challenges you showed her warmth and the generosity of your spirit.



These are the core memories I have of you Robert. Infinite gratitude for the gifts

you have shared with me and others, and may your next adventure be infinitely

blessed.  



From Chantal Noa Forbes

Dear Robert,

When I recall your presence at CIIS, I think of a godfather who steadies

the path for multiple generations past and present. You are

simultaneously a symbol of what CIIS was and the beacon for its future

potential. Your steady, kind and warm leadership are testaments to

the embodiment of the philosophy you teach, to the philosophy you

live and breathe into the world. Thank you for inspiring us, for guiding

us, and for never losing compassion or passion. May we continue the

legacy of your love. 

Chantal Noa Forbes (Yazbek)



From Sabina Spencer

My Dear Robert,

It has been a delight to know you and you have made my PCC journey

so much richer. Your wisdom and kindness I will always take with me.

May these next steps be filled with peace and love.

Affectionately

Sabina 



From Dr. Ryan Indigo Warman

Doctor Robert, my sincerest congratulations on a well-earned retirement!

You have inspired me since the first time we met with your wit, your kindness, and your brilliance. Thank you

for introducing me to Rudolph Steiner, and for indulging my more esoteric interests related to him. Thank you

also for introducing me to Sri Aurobindo. I will cherish my fond memories of your courses, and of your famous

Irish Soda Bread. My very long tenure as a student at CIIS is finally drawing to a close, which began with my

entrance interview as I walked with you to the Volvo garage on South Van Ness avenue more than fifteen

years ago. I am grateful for this next phase of my academic career, of which you will always be a significant

part.

I am wishing you and Ellen much joy and many more adventures as you begin this next phase of your journey,

as well. Many blessings. May the road rise to meet you, and may the wind be always at your back...

Live long, and Prosper.

Dr. Ryan Indigo Warman



From Tom Purton

Robert, I owe so much of the man I became to you. You have been a

true teacher, a true mentor, and a true role model. I am so very, very

grateful, and send all my love. I believe that as you now move into such

a richly-deserved retirement, all the peace and all the joy of the

universe will be out there for you.



From Matthew Switzer

A Celebration of Robert McDermott's Honor on the Occassion of his Retirement

My memories of Robert McDermott always include his contagious enthusiasm and

zest for the philosophic wisdom quest. 

As first responder to an initial student request for a Metaphysical Club, Robert's

abundant graciousness as volunteer host was matched only by a near-unceasing

willingness to pour tea and wisdom for his guests over many evenings of new

friendships and epiphanic insight, our philosophic community coalescing around

the pragmatic effects of Robert's love of wisdom in action. 

These small occasions reflect the treasured gift of Robert's vast knowledge of

philosophies and religious traditions across the planet, as does his open invitation

to approach the experience of higher worlds and subtle realms with what I intuit is

a New York scholarly spirit of no-bullshit rigor. 

I can only intimate how much professor and president emeritus McDermott has

taught me, and the suffering I have had to endure upon learning of his many

pearls of wisdom in the dozens of lectures and canvas posts accidentally deleted

by an ill-timed keystroke. Thank you Robert for making me a better Buddhist. 

While I am unable to fathom the reverberations Robert's guiding influence has had

on the Institute and evolution of consciousness that will be felt across for

generations and lifetimes to come, I take heart knowing students will get to

continue meditating on the answers to these questions and many others in the

Robert McDermott reading room (vaccination requirements pending) that stands

as testament to its namesake's sure-handed leadership through the many winds



of change. May these students also celebrate his honor with us here today! 

A friend to philosophers, integral ecologists, and religious scholars and

practitioners everywhere, Robert always devoted his time and energy, knowledge

and work, love and intellect to preparing students to consider the meaning of an

Integral Life Divine, and I continue to be thankful for his lifetimes of academic

contributions to these ends. 

One of the truest lovers of wisdom I have ever known, without whom I would have

never learned of Steiner's two Jesuses incarnation theory, Robert exemplified

Integral Yoga, the Great Work, and the true meaning of Philo-Sophia in more ways

than I can count here. In so doing he taught me (and I expect many others) that

love is the key to education, and I have no doubt Robert will continue do so by

example wherever he goes. 

For all you have done, 

In this life and all others, 

past and those to come(?),

Thank you, 

Mr. President, 

We celebrate your honor!



From Sheri Ritchlin

The New President 

Sheri Ritchlin, Class of 2003

 

I found the name of CIIS on the back of a book—as I like to tell Robert. The book

was the Taoist I Ching by Thomas Cleary. I had been studying the Ta Chuan, the

Fifth and Sixth Wings of the I Ching, and had come to the conclusion that some

things were inevitably being lost in the English translations. I needed some grasp

of the original language and Thomas Cleary (said the back cover) was teaching at

the California Institute of Integral Studies. I ordered and read the brochure cover

to cover and then flew from San Diego to San Francisco to have a look. The year

was 1992. Unfortunately, the school was on break and almost no one was there.

But I did talk to Jim Ryan about the Asian program and Sharon Kehoe, Brian

Swimme's assistant at the Center for Science and Spirituality (later Center for the

Story of the Universe), who told me that there was a new president, Robert

McDermott, who bridged both Eastern and Western thought. I was on my way

back to the bus stop when a man stepped out of the house next door, whom I

immediately recognized from his picture in the brochure. I dashed up to greet

him. "You're Robert McDermott!" 

And that is where our 30-year friendship began. He walked with me and asked

about my plans. He encouraged me to study Sanskrit as well as Chinese and

previewed an amazing list of professors coming the following year, including

William Irwin Thompson, Andrew Harvey and Angeles Arrien. I was hooked.

Robert presided over good times and bad at CIIS and over the moves to three

different physical locations. He nurtured a blossoming Western program to

complement the Asian Studies, which were the school's original foundation as the



Academy of Asian Studies under Haridas Chaudhuri. He piloted the Institute from

the edge of bankruptcy into flourishing growth and an international reputation.

When he stepped down and became the chair of the PCC program, which I had

just entered, Robert was really in his element, drawing from his wide knowledge of

Asian and American wisdom, the esotericism of Rudolph Steiner and his vision of

the "spiritual mission of America." The close friendship that developed in the

department between Rick Tarnas, Brian Swimme, Sean Kelly  and all of the faculty

of PCC, led to what has come to be known as "the beloved community": a diverse

community of people sharing a keen, intellectual curiosity, creative and

entrepreneurial talents, and a willingness to help one another, advise one another,

and celebrate together in lively and imaginative ways.

 

Thomas Cleary was no longer teaching at CIIS in 1992, but I got much much more,

especially from Yi Wu, who replaced Cleary, and from the work of that "new

president," Robert McDermott, whose work 30 years later continues to inspire me

with the quality of his soul. Something rarely talked about in Academia, but which

happily will never retire.



From Fr. Samuel Oppong Nkansah

A Message of Love to Dr. Robert McDermott for His Retirement

Celebration

One of the ethical maxims of Twi -- the extensively spoken dialect of

Akan, the ethnic group of Ghana in West Africa states: "He who fails to

be grateful is a great fool." The finest time to show love, appreciation,

and gratitude to you - Dr. Robert McDermott is now. Over twenty solid

years of distinguished service as a Professor and a Core PCC Faculty

member. Your sterling leadership as Chair, outstanding skills in

teaching and journeying with your Philosophy, Cosmology, and

Consciousness students as a Professor, and a Mentor at CIIS must be

inscribed on the plaque of gold.  

As we celebrate your fervent solemn contributions to the PCC

program and over two decades of selfless service to California Institute

of Integral Studies at your retirement, I cannot allow the laudatory

train to pass by without adding my voice.  Sincerely, I have experienced

you as a trusted mentor and an exceptional professor with sincere

love for your students and colleagues. Your hard working and studious

wit, generous spirit, cultural humility, and commitment to a just future

of an authentic human development at CIIS speak volumes. Your solid

principles, deep sense of compassion for students and colleagues,

and commitment to the team informs my admiration for you as a

mentor. I cannot stop admiring the sense of punctuality, maturity, and

commitment to work ethic which you beautifully embody in such a



harmonious balance.  

 

Congratulations!!  Your leadership humanizes every individual who

encounters you. This explains why I feel privileged to share in your joy.

Once again, congratulations and stay blessed as we pray for

uncommon favor of the most High upon all your doings. 

Faithfully submitted by: 

Fr. Samuel Oppong Nkansah, CSSp.

African and Middle Eastern Languages and Literature. 

Lecturer, (TWI: AMELANG 153A, B. & C).

Stanford University, Palo Alto. 



From Theo Badashi

Robert: My Guide, Teacher, and Friend

What an honor to sit and write this letter in celebration of Dr. Robert McDermott. I

would not be where I am today if it wasn't for the guidance, support, love and

wisdom of Robert. 

I came to PCC as a young wild-eyed mystic activist, reeling from a series of difficult

spiritual experiences, and in search of a place to land and community to call

home. Apparently my interest in Anthroposophy and Hermeticism placed me into

Robert's intake stream. All it took was one phone call, and we were both convinced

it was a natural fit. 

Immediately I became fascinated, inspired, and devoted to Robert's lineage and

mode of teaching. I took every course I could just to be in his presence; beginning

first as a Master's student, then PhD student, and lastly in a stint as his Teacher's

Aid. I don't know if he allotted me that role because I proficiently grasped some of

the threads that wove together Steiner, Telihard, and Aurobindo, or because my

motley team of rebel filmmakers were so thoroughly blurring the lines between

students of CIIS, and Agents of the new paradigm it aimed to propagate. 

Either way, for a brief but profoundly significant period, I was under his wing, in the

watchful eye of his Anthroposophic care. It was in that space that some of the

most important personal, spiritual, and creative insights blossomed within me;

insights that lead to understandings that lead to actions that brought me into the

place and sense of Self I reside today. 

My single regret over these years is that I wish I had had another decade, or two,

to be in his academic presence. But even still, I have the absolute honor and



privilege to hold Robert in my Heart and Mind as one of the all-time most

important teachers, mentors, guides, and elder friends I have ever had. I'm truly

indebted to him and the Wisdom he's shared, and carry his Vision and Work into

the future in all that I do. 

It has been the highest honor to have known, loved, and learned from such a

Noble and Masterful soul. 

With love and devotion,

Theo Badashi

PCC 2012-2016



From Jessica Fuhr Nichol

Dear Robert,

What a pleasure to share time with you during your pre-retirement

semester in the Steiner and Jung course at CIIS. Your work came to my

attention only a few years ago, and I was so delighted to discover your

commitment to bringing Steiner's voice into greater awareness in our

time. As a student of Steiner myself, I know that your written and

spoken work will continue to inspire and guide me. I hope our paths

come together again in the coming months and years.

Yours,

Jessica Nichol, Glenwood Springs, Colorado, USA



From Travis Cox

Dr. McDermott,

Well, seemingly against your will, you've made this "twerp's fantasy"

come true.  All I ever wanted to be "when I grew up" was a college

professor--barefoot and in a tie dye shirt...and here I am doing just

that at Naropa!  I never had grandfathers growing up as both of mine

had passed before I was born.  So, like it or not, you've been the

closest thing that I've had.  And you played the role well, even if you

didn't know you'd been cast.  Because, in addition to the ribbing that

you subjected me to, you also always had time to give me advice,

whether it was 20 years ago when I was thinking of asking Chrissa to

marry me (to which you inquired, "Do you have a ring?" and I said,

"uh...no" and you rolled your eyes and patiently said, "When you ask a

woman to marry you, you need to have a ring.") or just recently when I

was joining the Board at Naropa.  As I noted in an email recently, you

(and PCC) "are some of the best things to happen to me in my life."

Congrats!





From Antoni Sasha Koegler

Dear Robert,

I am so honored to have had the opportunity to come to know you

and learn from you during my time in PCC. The warmth with which you

guided your students through the intro course helped me to recognize

I had finally found my learning community. Your wisdom, compassion,

and willingness to entertain ideas and possibilities that challenge the

prevailing paradigm in academia helped me to recognize the ways I

was limiting my own thoughts. You have inspired growth and

transformation for me, and for so many other folks as well. Thank you

for the incredible care and guidance you have offered in the PCC

community and beyond. I wish you a most satisfying retirement. 

With love and gratitude,

Sasha Koegler



From Corinne Donly

Dear Robert,

What an honor to have had you as a teacher in this life! Above all else,

my memories of your classes are filled with the joy you seemed to

carry into every room you entered. But also, I recall your great

passions for learning and for teaching (both of which were truly

infectious), your gentle style of "drawing out" us students, your ability

to distill and communicate complex ideas, your generosity, your

curiosity, your care, and your capacity for wonder. For years after I

graduated from PCC (and even every now and again), you would show

up in my dreams to offer wisdom or guidance, and for that too, I owe

you gratitude. 

In my mind, Robert, you might always be the archetypal teacher. I am

so very thankful to have been your student. 

With love,

Corinne Donly 

(MA 2014) 

 



From Weston McMillan

Dear Robert, 

I've not had the pleasure of formally engaging with you on my PCC journey, and yet

I have benefited directly from the inspiration you've ignited in those of our mutual

acquaintance.... and for that I'm deeply grateful. The few snapshots of direct

personal memories I have of you are ones you'll likely never have been aware of

being taken. One moment... attendance at my first PCC forum to hear Laura

Michetti present. I was the third wheel in a conversation largely between you and

another speaking about the commitment to your writing schedule and the

productivity it produces. Another... again I was the third wheel participant in

conversation between you and Michelle Murray in the CIIS cafe (when there still

was such a thing) where you reinforced the discipline of planning out the work

following the plan. Yet another... seeing you on zoom sitting in front of your

bookshelf and discovering we share a joy in ownership of some of the same

collected volumes... for example - Copleston's eight volumes of The History of

Philosophy (though your volume one appears to have a much better dust jacket

than mine despite all being wrapped in brodart :). And finally, those with whom I

have formally engaged and by whom I have been inspired, have in turn been

deeply inspired and changed for the better though their engagement with you. So,

thank you Robert. Thank you for my share, albeit second hand, in the bounty

you've gifted upon PCC and nurtured within the faculty, students, and community.

Wishing the best of all you can envision for the adventures yet to come. 

With great respect and appreciation - Weston McMillan



From Chad Harris

Thank you, Robert, for everything you gave from the good will of your

heart to CIIS and the PCC community for the past 20-years! It’s not too

much to say it would not have happened without you! The wisdom you

bestowed upon countless students is priceless and beyond any words

I could conjure to illuminate the nobility and importance of your

contribution to the students and the world! 

 

Godspeed to you and Ellen in all your retirement pursuits! You deserve

as much joy, happiness, and fulfillment as life offers. Wishing you both

all the best!       

 

Love,

Chad Harris





From James Socci

Dear Robert,

Like so many others, you've had a lasting impact on my life. An impact on

my intellectual development and, more importantly, on my relationship with

the rest of the world. You've challenged me from our very first conversation

and many more times since then, always to my benefit. I learned quickly

that those challenges came from love and a deep commitment to

empowering your students.

When I'm asked about my public speaking I can trace my development back

to my first semester, bumping into you in the cafe during the class break:

Robert: "Remind me of your name."

Me: "Jamie!"

Robert: "You know there's a reason I don't know your name. If you're going

to do well in this program you're going to have to speak up in class."

I wonder how many 30-second conversations you've had over the years that

initiated powerful journeys for your students. You've gifted me your insights

and support many times since. 

I wish you the most joyful and peaceful retirement. 

All my gratitude,

Jamie Socci



From Carol Richardson

In Honor of Robert McDermott’s Retirement 

I really appreciate Robert teaching the wonderful summer intensive on

Sri Aurobindo, Teilhard de Chardin, and Gandhi. That he was willing to

teach a class in the summer when he was so close to retirement is

admirable indeed. 



From Kate Kettelkamp

I’m sure it is hard to fathom the immeasurable impact you’ve made on

people you’ve so briefly crossed paths with. You were the first person

to introduce me to the idea that we are the universe experiencing

itself—and I will never forget that moment of resonance. You are one

of Steiner’s kindred spirits, and I am so grateful that our paths did

cross. 



From Lucien Dante Lazar

Dear Robert,

Thank you for being. Your bright light and charismatic nature are

important for academia, and the welcoming of spiritual people into the

academic milieu. Additionally, your spiritual enthusiasm is important

for academics. You invited me to CIIS, and for that I am eternally

grateful. Your intuition about my relationship with Debashish was spot

on--again, I am grateful. My time spent with you whilst studying

biography and karma was a very important seed in my life. Thank you

for welcoming me and trusting me in my pursuits. Thank you for

believing in the Anthroposophia. Thank you for dedicating yourself to

the work of Rudolf Steiner. May your generosity of self and your

service to innumerable faculty and students be recapitulated in your

soul as consciousness. 

~Lucien



From Daria Grigoreva

Dear Robert,

In the short time I was fortunate to experience you in a role of a

professor at CIIS you have touched me deeply with your writing, your

words, and your presence. I find myself continuously inspired by your

fire, curiosity, dedication, and humility.

Thank you for being a role model of walking the balance between

spiritual insight and material rationality in the world of academia and

beyond!

I’m wishing you a deeply fulfilling time off and hoping our paths may

cross again in the future!

With love, care, and gratitude,

Daria



From Adrián Villaseñor Galarza

Dear Robert,

My sincere appreciation for your many gifts to education, spiritual

transformation, and inspiration. You were/are certainly a great positive

influence to me during my time at CIIS. May your next adventure be

full of wonder and contentment.

With much heart,

Adrián



From Missy Lahren

Dear Robert: 

 

You were the first person I spoke to in 2012 as I began my journey in

PCC; you said to me, "Are you sure about this? Maybe you should be

thinking about a PhD in Education?" Every step of the way you were

there to pose the obvious and not so obvious questions. How do I

begin to thank you for your extraordinary wisdom and generosity?

Most influential has been your ability to bring out the good, the true,

and the beautiful in me and everything around you (and now that I

think of it, you probably wouldn't even consider yourself a Platonist!) I

have witnessed several corners of your life in the ten years I have

come to know you, and I've noticed how we all seek the light and joy

that surrounds your big heart.

 

There are so many things that endear you to me and inspire all of us

to play forward. First and foremost, you are someone that everyone in

PCC and CIIS counts on to "show up"- as a teacher, as a leader, and as

a human being. I frequently reflect on the many smaller ways you

influence all of us: your patience even when you're tired, your

extraordinary preparation even when you've written the book, and

your desire to continually build our community even on the day of

your retirement! Thank you for so warmly welcoming me, and all of

PPC, so many times into your home.

 

In Metaphysical Club, yet another gift to us, I learned new ways to



access the intellectual, the academic, the mystic, the leader, and the

visionary in myself. I don't know how I can ever thank you for that. I am

both deeply honored and grateful to have you as a teacher and friend.

 

With much love and respect, 

Missy Lahren 





From Jessie (Kostosky) Mueller

I had the great luck of working with Robert McDermott from 2007 to 2010 after

graduating from PCC. I knew Robert as a professor, but in working closely with him

while I was Program Coordinator, I was able to know Robert in another light. What

I came to understand is that all of the things that make Robert a remarkable

professor and an effective leader, are, at the end of the day, what makes him a

great human being. 

Robert is a natural leader with naturally strong opinions, but one of his qualities I

appreciated was that he was also willing to listen and have his mind changed. And

since I'm kinda bossy, I probably tried to change his mind a lot! And perhaps

sometimes succeeded. 

We worked at the same speed, and had a similar outlook on the world or way of

relating to people. This made for a wonderful working relationship, but I

remember Robert joking (accurately) that we both go too fast! He was always

understanding of mistakes, and as that applied to himself as well, he NEVER took

himself too seriously!

Oh, the technology. The first time Robert asked me to copy something, I'm pretty

sure he used a word like...ditto?....mimeograph...? photostat? Anyways, it was clear

the apex of his technological savvy occurred somewhere around his first Saturn

return. Another time I vividly remember was when I was trying to show him how to

attach something to an email and he had to scroll to the bottom of the page. As

he was trying to accomplish this Herculean task, I remember hearing him talking

himself through how to use the "elevator" (the scroll bar) to get past the bottom of

the screen. Despite his technological challenges, Robert was always ready to try

but also extremely grateful for assistance!



Robert is a person who enjoys the pleasures of life. Once in a while he would take

me out to lunch, and he always made us split a dessert. No skipping! He absolutely

could not fathom an outing without dessert. And  let's just talk for a moment

about the dance floor at Esalen- he probably out-danced most people there, at

least during my time in PCC. He is just plain fun to be around. 

The energy of Robert is remarkable...he was rarely still, and could pivot at a

moment's notice. Some days I'd call him from the office while he was working at

home, and he'd be writing his book. But he would stop, answer my question and

chat for a bit, and told me that when he hung up he could pick up right where he

left off. And crossing the street— oh my goodness— when we went to those

lunches, I had to call in my angels before we walked to the restaurant, because he

was an expert jay-walker and would casually jaywalk across Mission while he

reported, with a gleam in his eye and cars whizzing by, that he picked up this skill

from his days as a paperboy in New York. 

I experienced several personal losses while working as Program Coordinator with

Robert. He never questioned the need to process, or expected me to be "on"

before I was ready. Robert provided support and empathy while I grieved, both

explicitly and implicitly. 

In conclusion, the traits that make Robert a wonderful boss— being open to

others' ideas, not taking himself too seriously, up for any challenge but accepting

of help, being a fun-loving person, being positive and full of energy as well as

graceful and compassionate— are the qualities of a truly remarkable human

being. I am grateful for the time I had to work with him and see what a powerful

impact he made on the entire CIIS community. He will be missed, but his legacy

will continue to resonate in all of the students, staff, and the faculty of CIIS with

whom he interacted. 



Congratulations, Robert!  

-Jessie (Kostosky) Mueller, May 20, 2022 



From Lilly Falconer

"I would just love for the etheric to be real for you."

Robert said this one day during the Steiner and Jung course that he taught with

Sean Kelly and I have been processing its meaning ever since. How does one make

the etheric real? How do we realize the etheric? What is the etheric? What is real? I

have stumbled on the path of these questions for years. In Robert - and PCC - I

found kinship, mentorship, a teacher, and most importantly, a friend.

Recently, I was thinking back to when I took a job as a substitute kindergarten

teacher at a little outdoor Waldorf school in San Francisco; I remember sharing

stories with Ellen about her time teaching Waldorf kindergarten in New York City.

In those days, like now, the children held onto a long rope with one teacher at

each end as they walked through the city, like a wide-eyed softly-singing caterpillar,

to get to Central Park. Thinking of this, I realized that Robert's time with PCC has

been somewhat similar. He's taken us on a journey - one that he has participated

in as much as led - and along the way he has done his best to make sure nobody

lost hold of the great, mystical, practical thread. 

Robert wants the etheric to be real for us; that is to say, he wants us to contact the



numinous, the wonderous, the sublime, and he wants us to also live good and

practical lives filled with the beautiful mundanities of love, family, good food

(especially shortbread cookies and cappuccinos), good dancing, deep

conversations, and lifelong friendships. 

My relationship with Robert has evolved from the fall of 2014 when I joined PCC as

a weary master's student, concerned about being one of only three women in my

cohort, and at the beginning of an adventure I couldn't possibly have imagined.

Robert was my academic advisor, and by the end of my time in the master's

program I had developed a deep respect for his advice and opinion, even though I

went against it to apply for the PCC doctoral program. Robert was then, as now,

concerned for my future, and soberly cautioned against the debt that I would

incur from pursuing a PhD at CIIS. Of course, I followed my heart, applied, and was

accepted, but I still think his advice was sound. 

Eventually I applied for the program coordinator position to offset some of my

tuition, and in this role is where my friendship with Robert took off. 

Robert is one of the most hilarious, quick witted, wry, and joyful people I have ever

met. I can't begin to count the number of times he has had me in stitches

(intentionally or not!), at the office, over the phone, at his house with Ellen over

soup or cappuccinos - he is always on. I have been blessed to be invited into his

and Ellen's lives, where I have been cared for, listened to, fed, and generally

nurtured in a way that I have not experienced from many others in my life. Simply

by the way that they are, Robert and Ellen have taught me more about healthy

elderhood, and how to be an adult around children (of all ages), than I've ever

learned from anyone else. I can only hope that their warm, generous, joyful, and

grounded practicality has rubbed off on me over these past few years. 

Speaking of warmth, generosity, and grounded practicality - Ellen, who Robert



lovingly refers to as Ellen Marie - deserves a medal for most dedicated and patient

spouse and chief technical advisor and troubleshooter, for the number of times

she and I have worked together to solve one of Robert's innovations of

technological mischief ("Lilly," he once said, "I do things the world knows not of.") I

would like to take this moment to congratulate Ellen on her retirement from PCC-

related tech support, and to urge her to refuse an emeritus position if it is offered,

she deserves to rest! 

In all seriousness, that thread (or rope) that PCC glides along on will be quite

different without Robert at the head. I can't quite see what lies before us, but trust

in the line he has taught us to walk, between ether and reality; spirit and self; life

and love; cappuccinos and cookies.

Thank you, Robert, for your friendship and guidance, and most of all for the joy

and wisdom you have guided into our lives by being near you.

All my love and gratitude,

Lilly
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